You are the heir of a vast fortune, but you were never told about it. Instead, your own employees kidnapped you to a foreign land and sold you into slavery. All your life you have worked and paid taxes and mortgages and utility bills you never owed.

The perpetrators of this scheme flourished and multiplied and grew fat from their misuse of your credit and your assets. Billions of people have labored under their yoke. They are all owed remedy and recompense. Now, the perps have tried to enter you and your assets into a giant worldwide bankruptcy. They have pretended not to know who you are. They have pretended that instead of being a Priority Creditor, you are a chattel property backing their own debts. They have offered to have "YOUR" debts --- which you never owed in the first place -- discharged in the giant bankruptcy.

Taking advantage of that "Treasury Direct Account" at this point leaves you listed as a bankrupt indentured servant, and it leaves them still in control, still acting as your Creditors, still siphoning off all the benefit of your labor and your land and everything else. It's time to change that.

There is another way to have all those debts discharged. When you "return home" to the land and soil of the state where you were born, they have to give you back your estate free and clear and fully restored.

You are the actual landlord. You are the Priority Creditor of their bankruptcy. You are the Paramount Security Interest Holder. And they are disloyal, crooked employees who have drunk your wine, paid themselves your rents, and enslaved you under color of law.

So--
(1) Get the bogus debts discharged in bankruptcy using the offered "Treasury Direct Accounts" and give up your claim to your birthright and be a bankrupt indentured servant the rest of your days...... and your children after you.
(2) Or, get the bogus debts discharged AND reclaim back your land and labor and name and everything else, too. Stand up now or there will never be another chance to reclaim your birthright and force the rats to run like cockroaches in a bright light. Your choice.

The Living Law Firm needs help to do this. We made the initial claim in behalf of the American states and people on June 29, 2017 and we are prosecuting it.
The PayPal is: avannavon@gmail.com
The mailing address is: Anna Maria Riezinger, c/o Box 520994, Big Lake, Alaska 99652.

Just as I told you about the "M1 Prosperity Bonds" being another trick, the Treasury Direct Account is also another trick at this point, because it creates the legal presumption that you are subject to their bankruptcy and leaves you at the mercy of Secondary Creditors, when you are in fact the Priority Creditor.

Until we negotiate this and get it straightened out, boycott the Treasury Direct Account offer and tell all your friends and neighbors what it means and what is going on.
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